
 

 

 
 

Bringing zero touch measurement to UK & Irish 

manufacturers 

~ Partnership with DW Fritz means The Sempre Group now supplies the 

ZeroTouch® range ~ 

 

Industrial metrology supplier The Sempre Group has partnered with advanced 

metrology solutions provider DWFritz® Automation. As part of the partnership, The 

Sempre Group now supplies DWFritz ZeroTouch®, a range of high-speed, 

automated non-contact measurement systems. The product complements The 

Sempre Group’s extensive range of metrology equipment and software, adding 

another automated option for UK & Irish manufacturers, in industries including 

aerospace, automotive and medical. 

 

Traditional metrology processes are complex, multi-step and use several instruments. 

Moving between these steps requires part handling, introducing the risk of human error 

and increasing the uncertainty surrounding measurement accuracy and precision. 

 

 

https://www.thesempregroup.com/?utm_source=Stone%20Junction&utm_medium=HN&utm_campaign=SEM129
https://www.thesempregroup.com/dwfritz-automation-high-speed-non-contact-metrology/?utm_source=Stone%20Junction&utm_medium=PR&utm_campaign=SEM129


To provide a more holistic approach to metrology, DWFritz launched a line of non-contact 

systems — the ZTM-333 to measure complex geometries and the ZTG-2580 for full gear 

inspection. The systems use multiple non-contact sensors to simultaneously capture 3D 

dimensional data in minutes — providing data up to four times faster than a traditional 

coordinate measuring machine (CMM). ZeroTouch offers micron-level precision with high 

repeatability, providing quick and reliable measurements. Suitable even for intricate 

components with complex geometries, the ZTM-333 will particularly benefit high precision 

industries such as aerospace, automotive and medical.  

 

Engineers can gather real-time data in compatible statistical process control (SPC) 

software for part analysis. The ability to compare point cloud scans with nominal CAD 

models and GD&T controls offers engineers full traceability of part measurements during 

the entire product lifecycle. Engineers can also integrate ZeroTouch and software with 

their manufacturing systems to store and obtain part inspection plans and measurement 

data to preserve data integrity. 

 

“We want to offer the latest developments in metrology systems to help UK & Irish 

manufacturers compete on a global scale,” explained Steve Herbert, director of The 

Sempre Group. “ZeroTouch enables 100 per cent part inspection in one easy-to-use 

instrument, eliminating the risk of human error caused by part handling, improving 

accuracy and precision and decreasing overall inspection time.   

 

https://www.thesempregroup.com/dwfritz-zerotouch-ztm-333/?utm_source=Stone%20Junction&utm_medium=PR&utm_campaign=SEM129
https://www.thesempregroup.com/dwfritz-zerotouch-ztg-2580/?utm_source=Stone%20Junction&utm_medium=PR&utm_campaign=SEM129https://www.thesempregroup.com/dwfritz-zerotouch-ztg-2580/?utm_source=Stone%20Junction&utm_medium=PR&utm_campaign=SEM129


“Working with DW Fritz allows us to provide manufacturers with a flexible range unlike 

anything else on the market, but the partnership is about more than filling a gap in our 

portfolio,” added Herbert. “By working with an industry leader in high-volume precision 

automation, we can develop new automated metrology solutions that give manufacturers 

full visibility over their processes, collect valuable data and, ultimately, improve 

productivity.” 

 

The range of ZeroTouch platforms are available across the UK and Ireland. To find out 

more about the equipment and services from The Sempre Group, visit 

www.TheSempreGroup.com.  
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For further information contact: 
Emily Smith, marketing specialist 
The Sempre Group 
The Lodge, 37 Barnett Way, Barnwood, Gloucester GL4 3RT 
Telephone: 01452 632712 
www: https://www.thesempregroup.com/  
e-mail: esmith@thesempregroup.com  
Twitter: https://twitter.com/TheSempreGroup 
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/thesempregroup/ 
 
Press enquiries: Leah Elston-Thompson and Alison Gardner 
Stone Junction Ltd, 1 St Mary's Gate, St Mary's Grove,  
Stafford, Staffordshire, United Kingdom, ST16 2AW 
Telephone: +44 (0)1785 225416 
e-mail: leah@stonejunction.co.uk or alison@stonejunction.co.uk  
www: www.stonejunction.co.uk   
Blog: www.stone-junction.blogspot.com  
Twitter: https://twitter.com/StoneJunctionPR 
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/technicalPR 
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/stone-junction-ltd 
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About Sempre Group: The Sempre Group, previously Metrology Direct, provides 
comprehensive measurement, inspection and design solutions across the UK and 
Ireland. With four divisions aimed at creating a tailored experience for each partner and 
customer, The Sempre Group is a strategic partner in quality, automation, innovation and 
efficiency for manufacturers in Great Britain.  
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